
Replacing current inks with Sublisplash in Ricoh Printers. 

If you are changing inks from other Dye Sublimation ink or Regular Ricoh ink to  

Sublisplash inks follow the procedure below. 
 

Do not deviate from the procedure shown and follow exactly to avoid damaging your printer. 

1. Replace the cartridges with the new set of 

cartridges you are changing to. 

2. Hold down the UP and DOWN arrows together 

for 5 seconds then immediately press the HASH # 

key. 

You will see this screen. 

 

3. Press the DOWN arrow once and it will go to 

 the next screen 

You will the Engine Maint. screen. 

 

4. Press the HASH# key to activate the Engine 

 Maintenance mode. 

Use the UP arrow to change the first number to 3. 

 

Use the # key to move the cursor three spaces to the left. 

 

Use the UP arrow to change this number to 8 

 

Use the # key to move the cursor three spaces to the left 

 

Use the UP arrow to change the last number to 2. 

 

Press the HASH# key to enter this number. 

Your screen should look like this. Double check the 

number you entered is 3008002. If it is wrong you can 

press the LEFT (back) key to go to the previous screen 

to change the number. 

 

If the number is correct press the HASH# key. 

You will see a final verification screen with ‘OK?’ 

Press the HASH# key and the screen will revert back to 

Engine Maint.  

 

Turn off the printer. Turn the printer back on and it will 

start the Loading Ink routine. This takes about 6 minutes. 

The procedure needs to be repeated once more starting from No.2 (holding down the UP/DOWN keys for 5 seconds). You DO 

NOT need to replace the set of cartridges you used for the first fill as the new set will comfortably fill the printer twice. 


